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Before I arrived at NIJ in July 2012, I was already impressed with NIJ's research, especially with the innovation and intellectual curiosity that has led to major changes in the way law enforcement works — historic examples include the development of body armor and crime mapping. Now that I have been on board at NIJ for eight months and acting director since January 7, I am even more impressed with NIJ’s potential for propelling innovation forward. We have remarkable people at NIJ and operate from a prominent national platform. I am committed to making decisions that will continue to ensure rigorous science and leading-edge activities.

Several articles in this issue of the 
NIJ Journal illustrate NIJ’s commitment to innovation. The cover story, for example, shows how Geoffrey Barnes and Jordan Hyatt used sophisticated statistical techniques to create a computerized system that goes a long way toward predicting which probationers are most likely to violently reoffend within two years of returning to the community. Not only does their work illustrate innovation, it exemplifies two other primary NIJ goals: researcher-practitioner partnerships and translational criminology. Barnes and Hyatt formed a partnership with Philadelphia’s Adult Probation and Parole Department and translated their work as they went along. They continually tailored the models to be what practitioners in the Department needed most. They custom-fit their research for the end-user.

The article about the pitfalls of prediction is a piece I wrote while I was an NIJ grantee at RAND; I presented it to a group of law enforcement agencies that were developing predictive policing programs. It is gratifying to see that the timing allowed the 
NIJ Journal to publish it in this issue with other articles about the ways researchers are using data to keep communities safer while also saving public safety dollars and practitioner time.

People who study innovation tell us that great ideas happen when networks of people connect. With NIJ’s new Office of Research Partnerships, we are making deeper and stronger connections with researcher and practitioner networks — such as the National Science Foundation, the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, the International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) and the International Association of Crime Analysts (IACA). NIJ plans to actively participate in IACP and IACA’s annual conferences this year.

As acting director, I intend to continue to foster the interchange of ideas between researchers and practitioners and to learn from each other so we can better understand how to use data to respond to the nation’s most pressing criminal justice issues.

Greg Ridgeway
Acting Director, National Institute of Justice

Editor’s Note: Read an interview with Greg Ridgeway in Amstat News, the magazine of the American Statistical Association, at http://magazine.amstat.org/blog/2012/10/01/nij-ridgeway/.
Newest Research Findings

**Most Police Officers Wear Their Body Armor**

NIJ funded the Police Executive Research Forum (PERF) to conduct a survey that asked law enforcement officers whether and why they use body armor. PERF sent surveys to 1,370 randomly selected police officers across the country; 1,080 (78 percent) of the surveys were completed and returned.

Results are encouraging — they suggest that body armor policies are effective, officers understand the importance of wearing body armor, and most officers are knowledgeable about body armor care and maintenance.

The survey found that officers wear their armor because they know it protects them and not because they have had firsthand experience needing its protection: 73 percent indicated that they had never been involved in a situation in which their armor protected them from possible injuries, but 90 percent said that they wore it because they thought it was “critical for safety.”

Nearly all of the officers (99 percent) reported wearing body armor either all or most of the time when required to do so. Approximately half (49 percent) identified “agency policy” as a reason they wear body armor. Most officers (93 percent) reported that their agency required them to wear body armor. A smaller number (78 percent) said that their agency had a written policy. Less than 1 percent reported being disciplined for not wearing their armor.


Visit NIJ’s topic page on body armor. Keyword: body armor.

---

**Labor Trafficking in San Diego County**

As many as 31 percent of unauthorized Spanish-speaking workers in San Diego County have experienced an incident that meets the official definition of human trafficking, and about 55 percent have experienced abuses or exploitative practices at the hands of their “coyotes” (those who guide them across the border) or their employers, according to a recent NIJ-funded study.

Researchers used advanced sampling methods and gained unique access to 826 unauthorized immigrant workers to gather reliable data about labor trafficking in San Diego County. The study looked at trafficking violations and abusive labor practices that occurred during migration or at the workplace. Trafficking violations included any direct infringement of freedom of movement.

Of six labor sectors singled out in the study, construction had the highest rates of trafficking violations (35 percent) and abusive labor practices (63 percent). Agriculture had the lowest rate of both trafficking violations (16 percent) and abusive labor practices (27 percent). The researchers speculated that the insulated and close-knit network of migrant farmworkers in northern San Diego County protects workers against victimization.

Read the full report on NCJRS.gov. Keyword: NCJ 240223.

Read more about the study on NIJ’s human trafficking page. Keyword: labor trafficking.

Publications

IN BRIEF


Researchers in criminal justice and public health are more regularly working with practitioners because they share an interest in poverty, chronic health problems and violence issues. The Chicago CeaseFire project, for example, used a public health framework to drive its epidemiological approach to serious gun violence prevention.

The latest issue of Geography and Public Safety draws on the parallels and intersections between criminal justice and public health approaches to violent crime intervention and prevention. Articles include:

- Integrating Emergency Department and Police Data to Locate and Prevent Violence: The Cardiff Model
- Using Public Health Strategies to Reduce Violence in “Hot Spots” in East Palo Alto, California
- Comprehensive Community-Based Information System to Reduce Youth and Gang Violence in Los Angeles County and Beyond
- What Can We Learn from Public Health? — An Example of Sharing Law Enforcement Spatial Data with Community Partners

Read the issue at http://cops.usdoj.gov/Publications/e05122469c.pdf.


News & Notes

NIJ Partners with National Science Foundation

During his tenure at NIJ, former Director John Laub emphasized the importance of building partnerships that advance research and understanding in areas of common interest. To that end, NIJ established the Office of Research Partnerships and has formed or enhanced several partnerships over the last two years. NIJ also signed several memorandums of understanding (MOUs) that promote fiscal efficiencies through interagency activities.

In September 2012, Laub signed an MOU with the National Science Foundation (NSF). Although NSF’s mission to promote scientific progress is far broader than NIJ’s, both share an interest in the social, behavioral and forensic sciences, particularly as they relate to the juvenile and criminal justice systems. The MOU will give NIJ and NSF greater flexibility to coordinate workshops, identify opportunities for collaboration, sponsor research and leverage resources.

Predicting Recidivism Risk: New Tool in Philadelphia Shows Great Promise

by Nancy Ritter

_tool uses random forest modeling to identify probationers likely to reoffend within two years of returning to the community._

For some time to come, our cities, counties and states will face the tremendous challenge of trying to do their work with fewer resources. That challenge is perhaps no more pressing than in the nation’s corrections system, where fiscal realities demand the downsizing of prison populations.

In 2009, the Pew Center on the States estimated that 1 in 45 adults in the U.S. was under some form of community correctional supervision.1 As ever-increasing numbers of offenders are supervised in the community — witness the massive “realignment” of prisoners in California — parole and probation departments must find the balance between dwindling dollars and the lowest possible risk to public safety. The good news is that researchers and officials in Philadelphia, Pa., believe they have developed a tool that helps find that balance.

Seven years ago, criminologists from the University of Pennsylvania and officials with Philadelphia’s Adult Probation and Parole Department (APPD) teamed up to create a computerized system that predicts — with a high degree of accuracy — which probationers are likely to violently reoffend within two years of returning to the community.
“We were asked to develop a new risk-forecasting tool to help the financially strapped probation department tailor their officers’ caseloads to the risk level of probationers,” said Geoffrey Barnes, who, with fellow researcher Jordan Hyatt from Penn’s Jerry Lee Center of Criminology, created and evaluated the tool. “The goal was to ensure that officers who were supervising probationers with a high risk of recidivating would have a smaller caseload than officers who were supervising folks with a lower risk.”

The tool — which has been successfully used in Philadelphia for four years — assesses each new probation case at its outset and assigns the probationer to a high-, moderate- or low-risk category. Although this is not a new concept, what is unique is that the tool uses “random forest modeling,” a sophisticated statistical approach that considers the nonlinear effects of a large number of variables with complex interactions (see sidebar, “What Is Random Forest Modeling?” on this page). Historically, corrections officials — in Philadelphia and elsewhere around the country — have used simpler statistical methods, such as linear regression models, to try to get a handle on the risk that a probationer may pose to the community.

Random forest modeling, as applied to criminal justice, was pioneered by criminologist Richard Berk, also at Penn, who acted as a consultant on the NIJ-funded project.

Pre-Random Forest Times

Before the creation and implementation of the new risk-forecasting tool, Philadelphia — like many of the nation’s parole and probation departments — used a one-size-fits-all supervising strategy. Every offender saw his or her probation officer about once a month for 20-30 minutes.

“Most of APPD’s probationers were supervised under a strategy that mandated only two and a half hours of interaction per year,” said Barnes.

“When they contacted us, the department’s leaders expressed a strong desire to reform this policy — to focus more supervision on those with the largest risk of future violence and devote far fewer resources on those who presented little or no risk of reoffending.”

Parole and probation departments must find the balance between dwindling dollars and the lowest possible risk to public safety. Researchers and officials in Philadelphia believe they have developed a tool that helps find that balance.

What Is Random Forest Modeling?

Random forest modeling is the technique used by Richard Berk — working with NIJ-funded researchers Geoffrey Barnes and Jordan Hyatt — to build the risk prediction tool for Philadelphia’s Adult Probation and Parole Department. Random forest modeling could best be described as hundreds of individual decision trees.

In the simplest statistical terms, here is how it works: Data are organized using a technique called “classification and regression trees.” The computer then runs an algorithm that selects predictors at random and repeats and repeats this process to build several hundred trees — which then allow the randomly selected predictors to average themselves into a single outcome. In the case of the Philadelphia tool, this outcome was assignment to one of three risk categories (high, moderate or low) for probation-supervision purposes.

The final NIJ report describes random forest modeling — and the fine-tuning that the research partnership went through as they built three iterations of the risk prediction tool — in much more detail (http://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/grants/238082.pdf).

Is random forest modeling an improvement over more traditional actuarial prediction analyses? Barnes and Hyatt say yes.

“It allows for the inclusion of a large number of predictors, the use of a variety of data sources, the expansion of assessments beyond binary outcomes, and taking the costs of different types of forecasting errors into account,” Barnes said.
To develop the tool they had in mind, Barnes and Hyatt were actually “embedded” in APPD. Over the next few years, they built three iterations of a model that makes virtually instantaneous forecasts regarding offenders who are due to be released to the community.

Since APPD began using on-demand risk forecasting, the agency has handled well over 120,000 new “case starts,” referring to the time when an offender begins probation. (Note that about one-third of the offenders have had more than one probation “case start,” so this number actually reflects about 72,000 individual offenders.)

In 10-15 seconds, the tool assigns a new probationer to one of three categories. The lowest level of risk is assigned to those who are predicted to not commit any new offense in the next two years. The moderate-risk level identifies those who are likely to commit a crime, but not a serious one. The high-risk level is for those who are most likely to commit a serious crime, which APPD defines as murder, attempted murder, aggravated assault, rape and arson.

Community supervision is based on the determined risk level. Probation officers who are supervising high-risk individuals are given the smallest caseloads.

**Getting Started**

Although the random forest model developed in Philadelphia can be adapted by other jurisdictions, it is not an off-the-shelf tool. Obviously, the data are unique to the probationers who are under APPD supervision. And the “outcomes,” or risk-level assignments, are also unique to Philadelphia because APPD officials set their own parameters based on resources and every manner of policy, operational and political reality that the tool is asked to consider.

Hyatt offers this analogy: You could take the engine out of a custom sports car, but it probably wouldn’t work the same way in another car — and it might not even work at all. Therefore, another jurisdiction using random forest modeling to build a risk-prediction tool would need its own statisticians, computer whizzes and agency officials working in concert. Although many of the same questions would be asked, the “answers” — specifically, the outcomes around which the tool would be designed — would be different.

The first thing a jurisdiction interested in creating a random forest risk-forecasting tool must do is determine what data already exist in electronic form. It is very possible, say Barnes and Hyatt, that a jurisdiction will discover it has far more data than it realizes — criminal histories in the court system, local prison records and separate police records.

“The real achievement of the final model in Philadelphia is not that it is right two-thirds of the time but that it produces this accuracy by balancing the relative costs of the different kinds of errors.”

“Every jurisdiction probably has access to data that they haven’t even thought about,” said Barnes. “We capture so many types of information as a matter of course, as part of the day-to-day routine. I suspect few people realize how enormously powerful it could be to — with just a few manipulations — convert it into numbers that could forecast future behavior.”

As they developed the risk prediction tool in Philadelphia, Barnes and Hyatt mined raw data from six different databases. The team then tested hundreds of different predictors using many different approaches, all the while fine-tuning the delicate balance between APPD’s resources and the forecasting accuracy that was achievable. Eventually, three models went live. The third, Model C, has been in operation since November 2011 and uses 12 of the strongest predictors of risk of reoffending, including prior jail stays, the probationer’s ZIP code and the number of years since the last serious offense.

Every jurisdiction would be looking at its own very unique data set that reflects decisions, made by people who have long since retired, about what should and should not be rolled over into their next system. Therefore, it would be especially helpful for one of the team members to understand what data were taken from an older system — be they paper records from jails, courts or police, or old computer records — and used in newer systems.
“You definitely need a computer professional on the team from the beginning,” said Barnes. “Ideally, this would be someone familiar with the way the jurisdiction has kept its records.”

Finally, it is important to be mindful of simple geography. It will come as no surprise that data-sharing among jurisdictions in the U.S. is quite limited, particularly in terms of the kind of instantaneous forecasting that this tool is designed to perform. For example, the APPD tool uses criminal history data only from Philadelphia; data from other states, and even other parts of Pennsylvania, are not used, which means that the forecasts do not necessarily indicate each probationer’s universal level of risk.

“Offenders who represent a serious danger outside the city of Philadelphia could very easily be forecasted as low risk within these boundaries, particularly if they usually live, work and offend elsewhere,” Hyatt explained.

The bottom line is that, as in every scientifically based endeavor, data are paramount.

“The key,” added Barnes, “is to ensure that all of the data sources are immediately available through the agency’s data network, although it is important to note that the data do not need to be up-to-the-minute accurate to be useful.”

**Forecast Begin- and End-Points**

After dealing with the availability of data, the next step is to determine when the forecasting begins (called the “unit of prediction”) and when it ends (the “time horizon”). The beginning point can be any moment in the lifespan of an offender’s case — when bail is set, when charges are filed, at sentencing, when the offender enters the correctional system or when the offender first reports for probation.

In Philadelphia, officials chose the start of probation and a time horizon of two years. The APPD tool therefore predicts the likelihood of a probationer committing a violent crime within two years of returning to the community. Although any time period can be used, it is important to understand that the accuracy of forecasting a longer period depends on the depth of data available.

“If, for example, you want to forecast what is going to happen over the next five years, you have to use data from at least five years ago and before,” Hyatt said.

Once the unit of prediction and time horizon are determined, the next step is to decide what “forecasting outcomes” the tool should be set up to predict. Researchers such as Barnes and Hyatt can guide practitioners through this process, but the practitioners themselves must ultimately make the decisions because resources, personnel, operational and even political realities must be considered. In Philadelphia — after weeks of examining caseloads and staffing levels — officials decided that approximately 15 percent of their probation population should be classified as high risk, 25-30 percent as moderate risk, and 55-60 percent as low risk.

Barnes and Hyatt acknowledge that someone picking up the final report they submitted to NIJ at the end of the grant could be a bit overwhelmed by random forest modeling. The forecasting tool now being used in Philadelphia, for example, looks at 500 decision “trees” (hence random “forest”) as it runs a risk assessment of a new probationer. But, they insist, there is no reason that criminal justice practitioners should shy away from the technology.

“If you think about it,” said Barnes, “private companies do this every day — they crunch data to decide who’s likely to buy peanut butter, for example, and they send coupons to those folks.”

Of course, both researchers are quick to point out that forecasting criminal behavior is not coupon clipping, but the principles of data analysis, they say, are the same.

**Determining an Acceptable Error Rate**

No prediction tool is perfect. Anyone who has watched a weather forecaster predict 8 inches of snow — then dealt with crying children who have to go to school when only a dusting falls — knows that predictions are occasionally wrong.

The key in building a random forest prediction tool for any aspect of the criminal justice system is balancing the risk of getting it wrong. This process involves determining, in advance, an acceptable error rate. And this demands intensive collaboration between researchers and practitioners, one in which agency officials — not statisticians — must make crucial policy decisions. In particular, this means determining prespecified levels of “false positives” to “false negatives.”
A false negative is an actual high-risk person who was mistakenly identified as moderate or low risk. A false positive is an actual low- or moderate-risk person who was identified, and therefore supervised, as high risk.

As the practitioners work side-by-side with the researchers to set these parameters, they will inevitably encounter the need to make tradeoffs they can live with. This is referred to as the “cost ratio.” Before the risk prediction tool can be built, the numerical ratio of these costs must be approximated. It is not enough to simply say that false negatives are generally more costly than false positives. Rather, an actual value must be provided.

Here is how Hyatt explained the process in Philadelphia: “Basically, we had to determine precisely how much more costly it would be to mistakenly classify a probationer in a lower-risk category who then went on to commit a serious crime than it would be to intensely supervise someone who is actually a low-risk probationer because the tool had assessed him as high risk.”

Most jurisdictions that contemplate building a random forest risk-prediction tool would likely do what they did in Philadelphia: set a higher relative cost for false negatives than for false positives. Philadelphia’s APPD decided on a cost ratio where false negatives were 2.6 times more costly than false positives. But any jurisdiction that wishes to design and implement a similar tool would have to determine its own cost ratio or error rate.

As Barnes and Hyatt noted, there is no single ‘right answer’ in choosing the unit of prediction, the time horizon, the definition of outcomes or the cost ratio. Every jurisdiction that wants to build a random forest model prediction tool must commit to this very delicate balancing act — one in which researchers can assist, but that, in the end, requires practitioners to do the heavy lifting.

“I cannot emphasize this enough,” Barnes added. “Balancing these different types of errors with the model’s overall accuracy rate is not the job of the team’s statisticians. Because an agency’s leadership has to live with the consequences of any error that occurs once the forecasting tool goes live, they must decide what level of accuracy they can live with and the balance of potential errors they prefer.”

Accuracy

The model that has been used in Philadelphia for just over a year (Model C) has an accuracy rate of 66 percent when considering all three (high-, moderate- and low-risk) categories. In their final report to NIJ, Barnes and Hyatt offer a detailed account of the development and accuracy of the three generations of risk-prediction models, including much more detail about the separate accuracy rates for the three risk categories; for example, probationers who were categorized as high risk are 13 times more likely to commit a new serious offense within the two-year forecast period than either low- or moderate-risk probationers. The NIJ report is available at http://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/grants/238082.pdf.

All three iterations of the Philadelphia model were validated using a sample of probation cases from 2001, which gave the researchers a 10-year period in which to assess the long-term offending of the probationers. That said, of course, any forecasting tool, including this one built using random forest modeling, will make mistakes.

But, said the researchers, when it comes to figuring out how to be more effective in using corrections system dollars, everyone should understand that choices will always have to be made — and the goal is to make the most accurate choices in as cost-effective a manner as possible.

As Barnes put it, “The real achievement of the final model in Philadelphia is not that it is right two-thirds of the time but that it produces this accuracy by balancing the relative costs of the different kinds of errors.”

“The point,” Hyatt added, “is that random forest modeling allows you to add different variables without sacrificing your ability to make accurate predictions. By working hand-in-hand with their practitioner and policymaker partners, researchers can come up with the right ratio of variables that work in their own unique jurisdiction, both from a practical standpoint in terms of the data that are available and from a standpoint of political and policy exigencies which decision-makers are comfortable putting into a forecast tool.”
It is important to understand that the NIJ-funded project discussed in this article looked only at the creation and effectiveness of the prediction tool itself — not at the effectiveness of the subsequent supervision or treatment of APPD probationers. In other words, the project did not, for example, consider whether (and to what extent) intense supervision and exposure to more aggressive interventions may have caused a high-risk probationer to not commit another serious crime.

The Benefits of Random Forest Modeling

One of the most compelling attributes of random forest modeling is that — unlike linear regression analyses — it is not necessary to know in advance what data will be useful in predicting behavior or which variables will affect the predictive power. In more traditional statistical procedures, only a limited number of predictors are used to try to forecast future behavior. But random forest modeling does not require users to be so choosy.

The tool can be programmed to simply not consider a factor based on other variables. In other words, data can be “over-included,” and the tool will simply filter them out. For example, the tool may say, “I don’t see much of a juvenile record for this individual, but I do see, from an earlier branch in the tree, that this person is 60 years old, so I wouldn’t expect to find much of a juvenile record; but, regardless, now that he is 60, this is probably not a very important factor now.”

This is not the case with regression equations, where every time another variable or predictor is added, something is lost. With random forest modeling, variables can be added without losing predictive capacity. Indeed, it is this feature that can help bring researchers, practitioners and even politicians to the same table while the tool is being developed. It helps garner buy-in, as it were, from skeptics.

“Adding variables that individual stakeholders cared about — even if we, as criminologists, didn’t think they would have much predictive power — helped our APPD partners feel that we were hearing them and responding to their concerns,” said Barnes. “This feature helped them get behind what we were trying to do as we built the forecasting tool, and, importantly, it helped everyone understand the risks that the policymakers, in particular, faced.”

The bottom line is that any data can be used in a random forest tool, depending on the wishes of officials and other key players. Data that may be statistically unimportant — but politically important — can be built into the tool. For example, a jurisdiction might want to consider the number of a probationer’s violent co-offenders; although APPD ended up not using that data in its tool, another jurisdiction may find such data predictive.

Proponents say one of the most compelling reasons for building a risk analysis prediction tool using random forest modeling is the simple matter of fiscal resources.

Another advantage of random forest modeling is its ability to identify highly nonlinear effects for each individual predictor. Consider, for example, the bivariate relationship between a soon-to-be-probationer’s age and the likelihood that the tool would forecast him to be high risk. It is not surprising that the youngest probationers in Philadelphia were forecast to present the greatest danger of a serious-crime reoffending. However, the random forest analysis also showed something else.

“A bit more surprising is how quickly the probability of a high-risk forecast dropped as the offender got just a few years older,” said Hyatt. “By the time the incoming probationer turns 27, the likelihood of receiving a high-risk forecast is not appreciably different from that of a 40-year-old — and, after the age of 40, the amount of risk seems to drop once again until it reaches a level that is effectively zero at age 50 and beyond.”

Resources, Equitability and Fairness

Why should officials in the criminal justice system think about building a risk analysis prediction tool using random forest modeling? Proponents say one of the most compelling reasons is the simple matter of fiscal resources.

“We just do not have the ability to pay for the most intensive level of supervision for every probationer,” said Barnes. “We don’t have the ability to sentence every prisoner to life. We have to be very careful about how we allocate precious resources and, for public-sector workers — be they probation officers, police officers or corrections officers — the most precious resource is time.”
The random forest model prediction tool, he said, allows agencies to base their personnel and policy decisions on a scientifically proven method.

Another reason to consider constructing such a sophisticated prediction tool is that, quite frankly, “prediction,” in some form or another, is already occurring. Everyone involved in the criminal justice system — from judges to probation officers, from police leaders to politicians who write the laws and determine budgets — is making judgments, essentially predictions, about the relative risk of an offender.

Researchers Hyatt and Barnes believe that by using random forest modeling to build the actuarial risk-assessment tool for Philadelphia’s APPD, they have ensured that those predictions are being made in the fairest, most equitable way possible.

“Using random forest modeling gave us the assurance that we made use of the best science available to identify the most dangerous offenders,” said Barnes. “It has ensured that we’re preserving resources and that the people who are subject to the policy decisions based on those risk assessments are being treated in a fair and consistent way.”

“You may not like being on high-risk probation,” he added, “but from a procedural justice standpoint, you at least know that the decision was made the same way for everybody.”

Under one-size-fits-all procedures being used in many jurisdictions around the country, probation officers are given an enormous amount of discretion. This means that probationers who actually have a similar risk of reoffending could be — and therefore likely are — treated in disparate ways based on who their probation officer is and any number of other factors.

However, in addition to ensuring that offenders are assessed consistently in terms of their risk level, the tool being used in Philadelphia — and the policy decisions that APPD has put into place to operationalize the results — ensures that offenders who are identified as being at a certain risk level are all treated the same. Every probationer whom the tool scores as high risk is treated under the same high-risk protocol; this standardizes both their reporting requirements and the rules that they have to follow — including, of course, any likelihood that they will be sanctioned for a technical violation.

This equitability is something that researchers Barnes and Hyatt — and the probation professionals who have been successfully using the tool — believe in.

“Because every probationer is put into the same model, the same decision points will be hit as the model produces the risk-category analysis,” Barnes said. “Two offenders with the same data values — even if they come from different parts of the city, even if they are different kinds of people — will go through the same scoring process in the same way.”

“And that,” Barnes argued, “is a far sight more equitable than a probation officer perhaps taking a dislike to you and deciding that you need to come in more frequently because you remind him of somebody who victimized a close relative a few months ago.”

This is not to say, however, that human judgments don’t play a role.

“Human judgments are important,” Hyatt added. “But one thing that has been consistently found every time that this sort of technology has been used to forecast human behavior is that these actuarial decision-making models do a better job — and produce more accuracy in a more consistent fashion — than human gut reactions ever could.”

As with any kind of new technology-based tool, however, there is an inevitable intersection of science and human nature — including ethics — that must be grappled with.

For example, some have argued that using some variables, such as an offender’s ZIP code — particularly in a city as highly segregated as Philadelphia — can be a proxy for race. Others note that individuals who are categorized as high risk and therefore more intensely supervised are probably going to incur more technical violations of the terms of their parole. Certainly, just as any policy decision that has moral and ethical ramifications (and most do),
The Role of Ethics in Statistical Forecasting

The ethical considerations inherent in trying to predict future events — such as criminal offending — are not new. Indeed, as the NIJ-funded researchers who worked on the Philadelphia risk assessment tool point out, one of the reasons some offenders are sentenced to longer prison terms is to prevent crimes that they might commit if they were not incarcerated.

Geoffrey Barnes and Jordan Hyatt, from the University of Pennsylvania, believe that random forest modeling offers a different — and potentially more accurate — approach for building a prediction tool. Nonetheless, they recognize the ethical crux that lies at the heart of building such a tool: deciding which “predictors,” or fact variables, are acceptable to use.

In their final report, for example, they ask, “Would it ever be permissible … to include an offender’s racial background as a predictor variable in one of these models? If not, what about the use of predictors such as residential location or familial circumstances, which could indirectly communicate the offender’s racial identity into the forecasting model?”

Would it be permissible to use controversial predictors in “lower-stakes” forecasting models — to control admission into a treatment program or govern supervision decisions, for example — but prohibit their use in “higher-stakes” decision-making such as sentencing?

Furthermore, some note, aren’t the age of criminal-behavior onset, possession of a juvenile record or the neighborhood a person resides in (factors that could be used as prediction variables) all “extrajudicial” factors? As such, should they be considered in an individual criminal justice decision?

Considering potential “collateral consequences” of decision-making based on a forecasting tool is also an important part of the process. As mentioned in the main article, for example, Philadelphia’s Adult Probation and Parole Department used the random forest prediction tool to identify offenders who were at a high risk of committing a serious crime in the two years following return to the community — and these people were supervised more closely, under more stringent parole terms and conditions. This could increase the likelihood that technical violations of their parole would be more likely to be detected and punished, including imposing additional custodial sanctions.

There are no easy answers to these questions, but they will have to be addressed head-on as increasingly technologically advanced forecasting methods become available for use in our nation’s criminal justice system.

“One thing that has been consistently found every time that this sort of technology has been used to forecast human behavior is that these actuarial decision-making models do a better job — and produce more accuracy in a more consistent fashion — than human gut reactions ever could.”

it is important that these issues are clearly understood and squarely addressed (see sidebar, “The Role of Ethics in Statistical Forecasting,” on this page).

The Key: A Strong Partnership

Barnes and Hyatt emphasize that building the random forest prediction tool in Philadelphia was a tremendously iterative process — and one that required day-to-day collaboration with APPD.

“You don’t put all the data into the computer the first time and hit the button and say, ‘OK, we’re done,’” Barnes said. “The model comes out and you look at it. Everyone sits down around a table and discusses..."
it. The statisticians describe the problems they faced. The database guys look at it and say, ‘Well, yes, but you are using this variable in the wrong way,’ and the practitioners look at it and say, ‘We really can’t have 35 percent of our caseload on high-risk supervision. It’s not going to work. That number has got to come down.’”

This gets at the constantly evolving nature of the random forest tool.

“You constantly are building new things to try to deal with changes in the environment, changes in the data, changes in what people think are predictive, changes in chronological theory over time,” Hyatt noted.

**Recommendations from the Research**

Given the need to balance fiscal realities with an overarching mission to protect public safety, criminal justice professionals are beginning to look — with the same creativity and vigor as private-sector professionals — at sophisticated statistical tools to solve problems. Therefore, it is likely that risk-prediction tools using random forest modeling may play an important role in the future of our criminal justice system.

A tool like the one developed in Philadelphia provides an opportunity to advance the capabilities of the criminal justice system to protect communities, particularly for jurisdictions with large probation populations that must be managed with fewer dollars. For nearly four years now, they have been able to concentrate resources on a small number of probationers who require more active supervision, rather than on those who are unlikely to reoffend regardless of how they are supervised.

In their final report, Barnes and Hyatt recommend 12 steps that could serve as a blueprint for a jurisdiction that is considering building a random forest model risk prediction tool:

1. Obtain access to reliable data that are consistently and electronically available.
2. Define the unit of prediction and time horizon.
3. Define the outcome risk categories.
4. Consider the practical implications for a risk-based supervision strategy and ensure adequate resources based on the distribution of risk scores.
5. Choose the predictor variables to be used, based on theoretical, practical and policy considerations.
7. Estimate the relative costs of false positives and false negatives, keeping in mind that agency leadership must value the relative weight of these inaccuracies.
8. Build an initial model and evaluate the results.
9. Adjust the model to reflect policy-based concerns regarding accuracy and proportional assignment to risk categories; construct additional test models where required.
10. Produce forecasts for offenders already in the agency’s caseload.
11. Create the user interface and back-end software to produce live forecasts.
12. Continuously monitor the results of the live forecasts.

Again, it is important to understand that the Philadelphia tool was based on probationers who live in Philadelphia. Needless to say, people in other jurisdictions may be different in key ways — and crime trends vary in different parts of the country and even in different parts of a state. Therefore, a tool that uses random forest modeling must be based on the best available data about the population whose behavior is being predicted.

Finally, say proponents, because random forest modeling can be tailored to specific needs, researchers and practitioners should not limit their thinking to urban probationers, such as those with whom the team worked in Philadelphia. Random
forest modeling may prove useful in managing prison populations, for example. Or, said Barnes, perhaps officials in another jurisdiction are interested in looking at the pretrial behavior of people who have merely been charged with an offense.

These would present entirely different environments, of course.

“But,” Barnes noted, “the chances are that a jurisdiction has the data to build other kinds of prediction models.”

“You just have to make the contact with somebody with reasonable statistical skills, use the database professionals who you almost certainly have already employed, convert the data into a usable format, and go ahead and build the model,” he added. “Give it a shot.”

About the author: Nancy Ritter is a writer and editor at NIJ.

Notes

Software Tools, Apps and Databases

NIJ has funded research and development that has resulted in more than 50 free or low-cost software tools, apps and databases to assist with investigations and research — and now they are all gathered in one place on NIJ.gov.

Tools available in NIJ’s online catalog include:

► Video Previewer: A program that assists investigations involving time-consuming video review by quickly processing the video and showing key frames in a PDF.

► U.S. Y-STR Database: An online searchable listing of 11- to 17-locus Y-STR haplotypes, which are required to provide a statistical estimate of a match’s significance.

► 3D-ID: A Java program that provides geometric morphometric tools to help assess the sex and ancestry of unidentified cranial remains.

► CrimeStat 3.4: A spatial statistical program used to analyze crime locations and identify hot spots.

To find other software tools, apps and databases, browse our catalog at http://www.nij.gov/topics/technology/software-tools.htm.
In the mid-1970s, NIJ began developing performance standards for body armor to help provide confidence that law enforcement officers are properly and consistently protected each and every time they face gunfire in the line of duty. Since that time, body armor has been credited with saving the lives of more than 3,100 law enforcement officers.¹

NIJ’s most recent body armor standard — *Ballistic Resistance of Body Armor, NIJ Standard-0101.06*, published in July 2008 — establishes minimum performance requirements and test methods for the ballistic resistance of body armor designed to protect the torso against gunfire (see sidebar, “Revising the Body Armor Standard,” on page 15). Although this standard and all other NIJ standards are voluntary — that is, manufacturers are not required to follow them — many public safety agencies require compliance with NIJ standards before they purchase equipment. Through the NIJ Compliance Testing Program (CTP), manufacturers can voluntarily submit equipment samples for testing by NIJ-approved laboratories to determine whether their models comply with a particular standard.

The National Law Enforcement and Corrections Technology Center System’s National Center (NLECTC-National) oversees NIJ’s body armor conformity assessment efforts.

---

**Ballistic Body Armor: A Closer Look at the Follow-Up Inspection and Testing Program**

*by Michele R. Coppola*

The NIJ program helps ensure that body armor coming off the assembly line meets the requirements of NIJ’s standard.
With funding from NIJ, NLECTC-National administers two distinct phases of conformity assessment through the CTP. Phase 1 involves documenting the design of an armor model and testing up to 28 samples voluntarily submitted by manufacturers to verify that the model meets the standard’s minimum performance requirements. Models that meet the standard are added to the Compliant Products List, which can be found at http://www.nij.gov/topics/technology/body-armor/compliant-ballistic-armor.htm.

But how do we ensure that recently manufactured body armor is constructed similarly to samples that were previously tested and deemed compliant with the NIJ standard? This is where phase 2 comes in. NLECTC-National began implementing the second part of the conformity assessment effort, called the Follow-Up Inspection and Testing Program, in 2010. The program subjects new armor samples to additional ballistic testing and compares the construction of newly made armor with samples evaluated in phase 1, providing confidence that body armor coming off the assembly line is manufactured consistently and performs in accordance with NIJ standards.

“The follow-up program provides an additional set of eyes and ears into the manufacturing process,” said Lance Miller, NLECTC-National director. “We want to ensure that the men and women who wear these vests on a daily basis have as much confidence in these products as we can possibly give them.”

**How the Program Works**

The follow-up program applies to armor models deemed compliant with the 2008 NIJ standard. Each month, the CTP staff reviews the number of models a manufacturer currently has on the Compliant Products List that have not been inspected within the past 10 months and prepares a list of models and manufacturers for follow-up inspection.

Independent inspectors conduct surprise inspections at these manufacturers’ locations. If a manufacturer does not agree to this follow-up inspection and testing, its armor will not remain on the Compliant Products List.

The inspectors randomly select two newly manufactured vests for each identified model of interest and send them to NIJ-approved, accredited laboratories for testing. The laboratories send the test results to Underwriters Laboratories, an independent, not-for-profit testing and certification organization, for processing. Meanwhile, the laboratories send the vests to CTP staff, who also inspect the armor’s construction. Both steps — the laboratory testing and the inspection of construction — help ensure that the manufacturer has built the newly manufactured vest the same way as vests previously submitted for phase 1 testing.

**What Inspectors Found**

Inspectors conducted their first follow-up inspection in September 2010. Through August 2012, they had visited 90 manufacturing locations in five countries (United States, Canada, Mexico, Colombia and the People’s Republic of China) and tested 222 body armor models, according to Jamie Phillips, NLECTC-National conformity assessment coordinator. Of those models, five sustained multiple perforations during laboratory testing. Subsequently, the manufacturers issued recalls and replaced more than 1,750 fielded with the 2008 NIJ standard. Each month, the CTP staff reviews the number of models a manufacturer currently has on the Compliant Products List that have not been inspected within the past 10 months and prepares a list of models and manufacturers for follow-up inspection.

“Revising the Body Armor Standard”

NIJ anticipates that a Special Technical Committee will begin revising the ballistic-resistant body armor standard in 2013. As a first step, NIJ has held workshops to obtain comments and suggestions from manufacturers of body armor. It also held a “needs and requirements” meeting, during which officers identified the operational environments in which they work, missions and roles performed while wearing armor, and other equipment that may be affected while wearing armor.
arms to ensure that practitioners had effective ballistic body armor that complied with the NIJ standard. The manufacturers also took corrective actions to fix what was causing the perforations.

"Staff at NIJ and NLECTC have worked actively with manufacturers to identify the root cause of these performance issues," explained Miller. "In cases where it was a significant issue, manufacturers voluntarily took immediate action to recall and replace units or take some sort of corrective action out in the field."

To date, inspectors have discovered eight models with major variations in construction that could affect ballistic performance. For example, in one case, the number of layers in the follow-up testing vest samples differed from those in the original samples; in another, leaking covers allowed water to penetrate to the ballistic panel. Inspectors also identified 33 models with minor variations in construction that would not affect ballistic performance. In response, manufacturers worked with the CTP team to implement quality-control improvements at several locations to prevent these and other variations in construction.

Moving Forward Together

Inherent to the follow-up inspection process is increased communication between body armor manufacturers and the assessors.

"We view the standard itself as a living, breathing document that is flexible and can adapt to changing trends in the industry and new testing methods."

"The program provides an opportunity to work more closely with manufacturers to ensure that fielded armor is more likely to comply with the NIJ standard," Phillips said. "It allows manufacturers to express their concerns, and we, in turn, are able to explain the reasons behind our decisions and how those decisions support the law enforcement community as a whole."

NIJ does not anticipate major changes to the follow-up process, but staff will continue to explore opportunities for improvement. "I think we view it in the same light as the entire Compliance Testing Program," Miller noted. "We view the standard itself as a living, breathing document that is flexible and can adapt to changing trends in the industry and new testing methods, and I don’t see the follow-up program as any different."

"We obviously have learned much," he added. "As we continue this dialogue with manufacturers, we continue to learn more about the body armor manufacturing processes and how quality management in that industry works. And as we learn more, we will adapt the program."

About the author: Michele R. Coppola is a senior writer and editor at the National Law Enforcement and Corrections Technology Center System’s National Center.

NIJ’s Body Armor Challenge

Most law enforcement agencies replace their body armor every three to five years — the typical length of the manufacturer’s warranty. However, scientists suspect that the ballistic performance of an individual vest may vary due to a variety of physical, chemical and environmental factors.

In September 2012, NIJ issued the first Department of Justice Challenge, asking scientists, inventors and innovators to submit creative ways to test the performance and usability of body armor without destroying it. The goal of the challenge is to empower those who depend on this critical safety equipment to make informed decisions based on solid scientific evidence regarding the ballistic performance of the body armor they use. Winners of the first phase of this multiphase challenge are expected to be announced in March 2013. To read the challenge, visit http://www.nij.gov/funding/2012/body-armor-challenge.htm.

For more information:
- Visit http://www.justnet.org/body_armor/index.html or contact NIJ Program Manager Michael O’Shea at michael.oshea@usdoj.gov.
Notes


2. There is a similar list for stab-resistant body armor: http://www.nij.gov/nij/topics/technology/body-armor/compliant-stab-armor.htm.

Learn more about body armor: http://www.nij.gov/topics/technology/body-armor/welcome.htm.

Watch how body armor works to ensure that it keeps officers safer: http://nij.ncjrs.gov/multimedia/video-body-armor-officer.htm.

See how procurement officials can find the right vest for each officer: http://nij.ncjrs.gov/multimedia/video-body-armor-purchasing.htm.

THE NIJ CONFERENCE
Looking Back to See the Future of Prison Downsizing

R ecent declines in U.S. prison populations have caused many reformers to suggest that America’s experiment with mass incarceration is ending. But current prison downsizing policies may well backfire if we fail to heed the lessons learned from the intermediate sanctions movement of the 1990s. Delivering the keynote address at the 2012 NIJ Conference, Joan Petersilia summarized these lessons and discussed why we must consider them if we want to reverse — for good — four decades of prison expansion.


Two plenary sessions from the 2012 NIJ Conference are also available for viewing:


Every year, NIJ awards several hundred grants totaling millions of dollars to state and local laboratories to help them improve their ability to conduct accurate and timely forensic testing.

As administrator of the funds, NIJ must monitor and assess how the laboratories spend these taxpayer dollars and then report to Congress on what it finds. To help accomplish its monitoring goals, in 2005 NIJ instituted a program to ensure that grantees (i.e., the laboratories) were correctly documenting their efforts and spending funds according to congressional and NIJ guidelines.

The Grant Progress Assessment program provided free, external assessments to grant recipients from mid-2005 to 2011. During that time, the Grant Progress Assessment staff examined more than 2,300 awards worth a total of more than $1 billion.

When NIJ suspended the program in September 2011 due to budget constraints, all the players — NIJ, assessors and laboratories — agreed that the program had been a great success. This article documents the lessons learned.

Goals of the Grant Progress Assessment Program

The program’s purpose was twofold:

- To assist NIJ in its administrative oversight of forensic science awards
- To educate grantees on proper grant administration
The program gave NIJ a comprehensive overview of the awards process as well as in-depth data about grantee performance. In addition, it gave the laboratories objective, professional feedback about how they managed their funds. Through the assessments, laboratories came to better understand the program’s requirements and special conditions. Over time, laboratory staff were able to identify potential issues and resolve them before they became problems. They also improved their ability to identify successes that they could use to secure future funding.

NIJ used the Grant Progress Assessment program to monitor several kinds of forensic science grants:

- Forensic DNA Backlog Reduction Program
- Capacity Enhancement Program
- Convicted Offender and/or Arrestee DNA Backlog Reduction Program
- Solving Cold Cases with DNA
- Paul Coverdell Forensic Science Improvement Grants Program

How the Program Worked

On a set two-year cycle, a trained assessor or team of assessors — many of them DNA laboratory managers themselves — visited each laboratory that had an open forensic science grant.

Using a checklist, the assessors reviewed the status of the laboratory’s grant and assessed the grantee’s use of federal funds to increase the laboratory’s capabilities and capacities — all at no cost to the agencies. Generally, the assessors spent two to five days onsite with the laboratory staff.

“You get the quality you inspect, not the quality you expect.”

The checklist included everything from budgets to performance measurement data to deliverables.

Assessment Led to Education

The assessments were conducted primarily to ensure that federal funds were used appropriately, but they had the added benefit of teaching grantees — many of whom had never received federal funding — how to understand and comply with the rigorous requirements of their award.

When the Grant Progress Assessment program began, the assessors reported that they were as much educators as evaluators. During initial site visits, they often found records in disarray, and subsequently they spent a large portion of the visit showing grantees how to set up procedures for documenting, organizing and reporting the data required for grant compliance. As one NIJ staffer explained, “You get the quality you inspect, not the quality you expect.”

Common findings from the early years of the Grant Progress Assessment program included the following:

- Incorrect information on the grant and the financial point of contact
- Late progress and financial reports
- Purchases that had been made outside of the proposed timeline

Resources for Managing Laboratory Grants

A number of resources are available to help laboratories continue to comply with the terms of their grant and ensure that public funds are spent in a fiscally responsible manner. These resources are described below:

For active grantees:


For the general public:

- Unallowable expenditures
- Lack of financial control when it came to commingling of funds
- Expenditures from a category not in the approved budget or made without prior approval
- Activity in the progress reports that was not consistent with the proposal

(For more on assessment findings, see sidebar, “Typical Assessment Findings,” on this page.)

By the second or third year that they visited laboratories, assessors began seeing a dramatic improvement in reporting and compliance. Grantees were more organized; they had proper systems in place. They knew what questions the assessors were going to ask — for instance, about the validity of equipment purchases or whether agency asset numbers and serial numbers matched — and were ready with the answers and supporting documentation. As the program advanced, its impact became even more apparent — adverse findings became fewer and fewer and compliance became the norm.

**Lessons Learned**

Perhaps the biggest lesson learned by participating grantees was: Be organized!

- Keep copies of application documents.
- Keep receipts and documents related to purchases, including why the purchase was needed.
- Organize files.
- Follow instructions for reporting performance metrics.
- Perform frequent self-checks to ensure that procedures and activities continue to comply with NIJ’s rigorous guidelines.

As for NIJ, a significant discovery from the Grant Progress Assessment program was that what was often thought by assessors to be a commonplace answer to a question was not always the commonplace answer in the mind of the grantee. During site visits, assessors played a critical role in bridging the gap in perceptions between the two sides.

The formalized review process introduced by the Grant Progress Assessment program helped both NIJ and grant recipients achieve their goals of ensuring that grants were being used to achieve the goals and objectives set out by Congress: Improve the capacity of crime laboratories to solve crimes.

**Typical Assessment Findings**

These are actual findings discovered and reported by Grant Progress Assessment assessors and reported to NIJ:

- Grant funds were being used to support activity that did not reflect the goals outlined in the proposal.
- No progress had been made in producing deliverables 18 months into the award.
- Grant-funded equipment was not being used.
- The grantee’s records did not separate cases worked with grant funds and those worked with regular salary funds.
- The maximum daily rate provided to contractors exceeded the maximum allowable daily rate of $450.
- The number of cases reviewed listed in progress reports counted the same cases for different project periods.
- The grantee used funds for a conference unrelated to DNA backlog analysis.
- Funds in the consultants/contract budget category were encumbered prior to the award start date.
- The grantee issued a sole source purchase order before receiving approval.
- The grantee used funds from the consultant category, which had a zero budget.

About the authors: Patricia Kashtan is a program operations specialist in NIJ’s Office of Investigative and Forensic Sciences. Jolene Hernon is Director of NIJ’s Office of Communications. Beth Pearsall is the managing editor of the *NIJ Journal.*
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For more information:

- Learn more about how the Grant Progress Assessment program worked at [http://www.nij.gov/topics/forensics/lab-operations/capacity/grant-progress-assessments/welcome.htm](http://www.nij.gov/topics/forensics/lab-operations/capacity/grant-progress-assessments/welcome.htm).
Kristen M. Zgoba Wins the Peter P. Lejins Research Award

by Marilyn C. Moses

NIJ congratulates Kristen M. Zgoba, winner of the 2013 Peter P. Lejins Research Award, for her steadfast commitment to criminal justice research.

The Peter P. Lejins Research Award is the highest honor bestowed upon a corrections researcher. “The Lejins Award is given to an individual who has produced significant research for the correctional community and has demonstrated personal commitment and contribution to improve the profession of corrections,” explained James Gondles, Executive Director of the American Corrections Association, which bestows the award.

Kristen M. Zgoba received her first NIJ research grant in 2006, just two years after earning her doctorate from Rutgers University. With the grant, she established prevalence rates of sex offenses before and after Megan’s Law and compared recidivism rates among sex offenders who were subject to the law with rates for those who were not. This seminal work has become a benchmark for future research in the field. (To read more about the study, see https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/225402.pdf.)

Since that first NIJ award, Zgoba has contributed an impressive body of knowledge about sex offenses and offenders, including characteristics of sex offenders, predictive validity of risk assessment tools (such as the Static–99R), recidivism trajectories, and collateral consequences of sex offender notification and residency restriction laws.

Zgoba is currently supervisor of research and evaluation at the New Jersey Department of Corrections, where she focuses on sex offender management, offender recidivism and correctional health care, among other things. She developed a five-year research initiative and grant framework for her department and served as the statistical liaison for the “Another [Second] Chance” Initiative under former Governor Corzine’s Crime Plan. She also is an adjunct professor at Rutgers.

“Her skills are top-notch, her grasp of the importance and uses of research in practical ways is unsurpassed, and her contributions are some of the most important in corrections departments in the nation,” said Richard Tewksbury, 2006 recipient of the Lejins Award. “Dr. Zgoba has earned this distinction.”

About the author: Marilyn C. Moses is a social science analyst in NIJ’s Justice Systems Research Division.


A study of California high-risk sex offenders on parole found that those placed on GPS monitoring had significantly lower recidivism rates than those who received traditional supervision.

Researchers examined the effectiveness of using GPS to monitor high-risk sex offenders placed on parole in California (see sidebar, “Using GPS to Monitor Sex Offenders,” on page 23). The NIJ-sponsored study included 516 high-risk parolees who had been released from prison between January 2006 and March 2009. Half of the parolees wore GPS monitoring devices in addition to receiving traditional parole supervision, which involves regular contact by parole agents and weekly sex-offender treatment classes (“GPS group”); the other half received only traditional parole supervision (“traditional group”). Researchers tracked each parolee for one year following his initial parole date.

The study involved:

- An outcome evaluation to assess both the cost of the GPS program and its effectiveness in reducing the criminal behavior of high-risk sex offender parolees.
- A process evaluation to assess the program's design and implementation.

The researchers collected information from the state’s data...
management system and examined official arrest records, parole supervision records, GPS monitoring data and state cost information. In addition, they conducted a survey of roughly 1,000 California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) parole officers. The survey included questions about the GPS monitoring system, caseloads, program staffing and screening of high-risk sex offender parolees.

GPS More Expensive, but Also More Effective

The researchers found that parolees in the traditional group — those not placed on GPS monitoring — committed new crimes and had their parole revoked more often than did parolees in the GPS group. In addition, the traditional group returned to custody at a rate 38 percent higher than the GPS group.

The cost analysis showed that in California, monitoring parolees using GPS costs approximately $35.96 a day per person, while the cost of traditional supervision is about $27.45 a day. The GPS program is more expensive but more effective. Although the GPS program costs $8.51 more per day than traditional supervision, the GPS approach produced a decrease of 12 percentage points in arrests for any offense (from approximately 26 percent to 14 percent). In addition, offenders who were monitored using GPS complied with the terms of their parole at higher rates than did offenders on traditional parole.

The cost of California’s GPS monitoring is lower than the cost of moving parolees to “indefinite civil commitment,” which entails sending sex offenders whose prison sentences are over, but who are believed to be too dangerous to release into the community, directly from confinement in prison to confinement in dedicated institutions. Such civil confinement programs can cost an average of more than $100,000 a year per person because of the programming that must be provided.

Using GPS to Monitor Sex Offenders

GPS monitoring uses satellites to calculate an offender’s physical position. The offender wears a tamper-resistant bracelet — typically worn around the ankle — that receives transmissions from the satellites and calculates the offender’s location. In “passive” monitoring systems, this information is stored and transmitted at appointed times to a monitoring station. In “active” systems, information on the individual’s location transmits to a monitoring station in near real time, allowing the station to alert officers immediately when a violation occurs. Both systems allow exclusion zones (such as schools or other places where children congregate) or inclusion zones (such as a workplace) and provide information on when and where an individual has been throughout the day.

In California, sex offenders designated as high-risk are placed on actively GPS-monitored caseloads, while non-high-risk sex offenders are on passively GPS-monitored caseloads. However, in the state, information in both caseload types is received at near-real-time intervals. The difference is that information in the active system is reviewed more frequently than information in the passive system. Vendor-operated monitoring centers track this information and email daily reports to parole agents that detail all of the activity recorded by the GPS device. The centers also send an immediate alert notification to agents via text message whenever the GPS device records an inclusion/exclusion zone violation, tampering with the strap, a low battery, a cell communication gap or no GPS communication.

Reexamine the identification of high-risk sex offenders. To identify high-risk populations, California currently uses the standardized Static-99 risk instrument, which measures “static” factors that do not change over time (see related article, “Predicting Recidivism Risk: New Tool in Philadelphia Shows Great Promise,” on page 4). However, in the survey of parole agents, nearly half of respondents said that the Static-99 does a poor job of identifying high-risk sex offenders. The researchers noted that the current risk instrument may predict
recidivism, but those convicted of noncontact offenses such as exhibitionism pose less of a threat than do rapists and child molesters. Thus, the researchers recommend using a system that accounts for the different recidivism risks among offenders and the varying threats to public safety.

**Monitor attendance at treatment classes.** CDCR mandates that high-risk sex offender parolees attend weekly treatment classes. However, the researchers found a disconnect between parole agents and service providers in terms of tracking treatment attendance; 100 parolees had no record of attending treatment during the study period. Further, in the survey of parole agents, only 75 percent of agents said that their parolees attended treatment at least once a week. Previous research indicates that the meticulous monitoring of sex offender treatment is an important facet of sex offender supervision and that sex offenders who stop attending treatment have higher recidivism rates. The researchers recommend that parole authorities strictly monitor and enforce weekly class attendance.

**Use graduated sanctions that balance cost and risk.** Instantly sending someone back to prison for a minor violation is costly. GPS supervision costs $35.96 daily, whereas the cost of keeping someone in a California prison is about $129 per day. The researchers recommend that CDCR — rather than issuing blanket parole revocations and sentencing violators to go back to prison for a few months at a time — employ a graduated sanctions system for dealing with parole violations. Such a system weighs the gravity of the offense against the need to preserve public safety, thereby increasing the likelihood that a parolee with a serious violation is incarcerated, while one who presents less danger is still sanctioned but in a less restrictive, less costly manner (for example, by imposing a home curfew on the offender). The researchers added that California is in the process of piloting a new, structured decision-making system for dealing with parole violations, which will allow parole agents to scientifically weigh an offender’s risk level and the benefits of alternatives to prison as part of their decision-making process.

**Mandate the use of zones.** The researchers also found that parole agents were neglecting to use inclusion and exclusion zones. Such zones are intended to keep parolees either within certain areas, such as home and work, or away from certain

---

**History of GPS Monitoring Policies in California**

The California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) began using GPS to supervise sex offenders in the community in 2005, when it began a two-year pilot program involving 500 GPS devices. The goals of the pilot were to give corrections officials experience with GPS monitoring and to resolve as many implementation issues as possible before expanding the program.

However, the passage of California Proposition 83 — better known as Jessica’s Law — in November 2006 forced the department to quickly expand its efforts; Jessica’s Law required that all sex offenders be placed on GPS monitoring for life. The law also:

- Forbade sex offenders from living within 2,000 feet of any school or park where children congregate.
- Increased sentences for some sex crimes, including life sentences for some offenses against children.
- Changed the criteria for sexually violent predators, increasing the number of sex offenders who are eligible for a civil commitment for treatment instead of being released on parole.
- Made CDCR parole officers responsible for enforcing the terms and conditions of Jessica’s Law while a parolee is under the state’s supervision.

By April 2008, CDCR had equipped its high-risk sex offender population of 2,500 with ankle monitors. By the end of 2008, the department had fully implemented the program by equipping 2,300 non-high-risk offenders with monitors, bringing the total to 4,800. This total was nearly three times as many as that in Florida, which has the second-largest use of GPS units.

As of August 2011, almost 10,000 sex offenders were on parole in California. About 7,000 of them were living in the community, with roughly 99 percent being monitored by GPS technology.
places, such as schools or parks that attract many children. In the process evaluation, the researchers found that only 60 percent of parole officers always or often discussed the limits of inclusion zones, and only half discussed exclusion zone limits. The researchers argue that the use of zones may be the most important GPS tool because the application of zones allows parole officers to be alerted to specific offender movements. Thus, they recommend making the zones compulsory.

**Use a monitoring center to screen alerts.** The large majority of parole agents (89 percent) reported in the survey that GPS monitoring was more time-intensive than traditional supervision. Until fairly recently, officers were receiving alerts when offenders tampered with the GPS device or committed other detectable violations. These alerts might also have included incidents such as an offender being in the basement of a building, sounding an “alarm” simply because someone was out of reach of the GPS monitoring system for a few minutes. From January 2009 until December 2010, paroled California sex offenders generated 1.5 million alert notifications. The researchers noted that according to an internal CDCR document, officers spend 44 percent of their time monitoring movements by GPS and only 12 percent of their time in the field. The researchers noted that according to an internal CDCR document, officers spend 44 percent of their time monitoring movements by GPS and only 12 percent of their time in the field.

To help remove the burden on agents of responding to “minor” alerts, California switched to a centralized monitoring system in 2011. Under the new system, two vendor-operated centers screen the thousands of GPS alerts that agents receive each month and respond to the more technical alerts, such as a battery that has run too low. The centers forward alerts that are more serious to parole officers, allowing officers to focus more closely on direct supervision and on responding to real threats to community safety.

**Limit caseload to 20.** GPS increases the information that officers receive about parolees, but reviewing this information is time-consuming and reduces the time available for direct supervision. As noted, agents spend only about 12 percent of their time in the field. According to the researchers, the best way to ensure that parole agents have sufficient time to directly supervise offenders is to limit the caseloads of GPS parole agents. In fact, the researchers found in their outcome evaluation that the size of the caseload was correlated with parole violations and with parolees returning to custody. Therefore, the researchers recommend smaller caseloads of no more than 20 people per officer.

**Issues and Concerns**

Finally, the researchers noted that GPS monitoring is not a panacea. The systems can give false positives for violations. For example, sometimes a monitored offender “disappears” simply because he is in an underground location, forgets to recharge the battery that powers the system, or even decides to go to sleep under an electric blanket that disrupts the GPS signal. In these instances, the system would send an alert even though no criminal activity was taking place.

The researchers also pointed out other possible limitations of their work. The study lasted only a year, and results may vary over longer periods. In addition, at least one previous study found that once the GPS monitoring ends, offenders who had been monitored by GPS do just as poorly as other offenders.


**About the author:** Philip Bulman is a writer and editor at NIJ.

---

**For more information:**

---

Trafficking in persons is modern-day slavery and exists in virtually every country in the world — and the United States is no exception. Almost 150 years after the 13th Amendment abolished slavery and involuntary servitude, there are still men, women and children enslaved into labor and commercial sexual exploitation in the U.S. (see sidebar, “Understanding Modern-Day Slavery,” on page 27).

In recent years the worldwide human trafficking problem has attracted significant political and social attention. Awareness-raising initiatives such as the United Nation’s Blue Heart Campaign encourage involvement and action to fight human trafficking on a global scale. In the U.S., the Department of Homeland Security’s Blue Campaign unites anti-human trafficking programs and offers resources for law enforcement and the public to help raise awareness and provide much-needed training.

Despite growing awareness of the issue and an influx of resources from such influential bodies as the United Nations and other intergovernmental organizations, foundations, non-governmental organizations and the U.S. government, the field is still hampered by its inability to measure the size and scope of trafficking.

The data used to estimate the prevalence of human trafficking in the U.S. are lacking in scope and quality at the federal, state and local levels. The lack of reliable...
data and a dependence on inadequate evidence have fueled disagreement among anti-human trafficking movements in this country, and some researchers have criticized the issue as unsubstantiated and estimates of the problem as dubious. Recent estimates of people trafficked into the U.S. each year, for example, have varied widely from a low of approximately 14,500 to a high of approximately 50,000.

Unfortunately, challenges also exist in gauging the effectiveness of the criminal justice system’s response. Rates of identification, investigation and prosecution are of limited value in determining the effectiveness of U.S. responses to human trafficking because the data supporting prevalence estimates are unreliable.

Research can play an invaluable role in understanding the criminal justice system’s ability to respond to trafficking and in identifying obstacles that hinder current efforts. The need for robust research is all the more pressing given restricted budgets and declining resources. At a time when governments increasingly are looking to use evidence-based practices, policymakers and practitioners are looking to the research community to produce the data needed to analyze the impact of anti-trafficking efforts.

The problem can be cyclical — without accurate estimates of the prevalence of human trafficking, it can be difficult to know how to allocate resources to study the issue. The U.S. State Department’s annual compendium of countries’ anti-human trafficking efforts, the Trafficking in Persons Report, recognizes this data deficiency and recommends that the U.S. improve the data and analysis of human trafficking cases at the state and local level. NIJ has funded a number of projects to improve data collection and analysis of the issue. This article discusses one recent study that looked specifically at the challenges facing state and local criminal justice systems.

A Hidden Crime
The nature of human trafficking helps keep this crime hidden. Captors often closely guard their victims, leaving them isolated with little to no freedom of movement. They restrict victims’ contact with the outside world. Domestic servants remain “invisible” in private homes, and private businesses can serve as fronts for trafficking operations. Many victims face language barriers that prevent them from seeking help. Additionally, international victims who enter the U.S. may be uncertain of their immigration status and thus less inclined to work with authorities.

“The stories of human trafficking victims] remind us what kind of inhumane treatment we are capable of as human beings. They are living, breathing reminders that the war against slavery remains unfinished.”

—U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, at the release of the U.S. State Department’s 2012 Trafficking in Persons Report, June 19, 2012

Understanding Modern-Day Slavery

Most countries banned “chattel slavery” — one person owning another person as property — in the 1800s. Despite this, slavery continues in the modern day. Although owning slaves used to be a major investment formalized through legal documents, today’s slaves are held through debt bondage, indentured servitude or other forms of control.

For more than a decade, the phrase “human trafficking” has been used to describe the act of holding a person in forced service — the very definition of slavery. The term can cause confusion, however, because it implies that traffickers always transport victims across borders; in actuality, victims can also be held in their own homes. Experts maintain that when considering the issue of human trafficking, it is important to do so in an accurate context — acknowledging that trafficking is modern slavery and that trafficked persons are slaves.
Furthermore, victims, for a variety of reasons, do not always identify themselves as such. Human trafficking victims suffer tragic psychological trauma and may experience Stockholm syndrome, generating positive feelings and gratitude toward their captors for perceived favors or even for being allowed to live.\textsuperscript{12} Law enforcement commonly lacks training to identify these signs of trauma, making it difficult for them to sever the controlling bond that captors have over their victims and decreasing the likelihood that victims will cooperate.\textsuperscript{13} Even if victims identify themselves as such and are aware of their rights, they still might hesitate to report their victimization out of fear of reprisal from the trafficker, lack of trust in law enforcement or fear of deportation.\textsuperscript{14}

**Challenges at the State and Local Levels**

Since the passage of the Trafficking Victims Protection Act in 2000, 49 states have enacted legislation that criminalizes human trafficking and empowers state and local law enforcement — often the first responders to interact with victims — to investigate these cases without depending on federal authorities and to prosecute human trafficking cases in state courts.\textsuperscript{15}

Increased involvement of state and local law enforcement is critical because they handle the bulk of criminal cases in the United States. Even before the passage of state anti-trafficking legislation, federal law enforcement requested that state and local officers “be the eyes and ears for [federal law enforcement] in recognizing, uncovering and responding to circumstances that may appear to be routine street crime, but may ultimately turn out to be a human trafficking case.”\textsuperscript{16} In fact, in a survey of state and local law enforcement personnel, 32 percent of respondents indicated that they identified many of their human trafficking cases when they were investigating other crimes.\textsuperscript{17}

Despite this increased involvement, reports show that fewer trafficking cases have been identified and prosecuted than would be expected given current estimates.\textsuperscript{18} This has led to speculation that either incidents of human trafficking are significantly overestimated or government officials and law enforcement agencies are not effectively confronting the problem.\textsuperscript{19}

NIJ funded Amy Farrell and her colleagues at Northeastern University and researchers at the Urban Institute to examine the challenges facing state and local criminal justice systems when investigating and prosecuting human trafficking cases. The researchers conducted a 12-site study that included in-depth interviews with 166 practitioners from federal, state and local law enforcement; state and federal prosecutors; victim service providers; and other stakeholders. The researchers also analyzed data from 140 closed human trafficking case files\textsuperscript{20} to determine which characteristics of human trafficking cases attract local law enforcement’s attention and predict adjudicatory outcomes.\textsuperscript{21} Although the study is not nationally representative, the findings can help us understand why the number of human trafficking cases is lower than estimates of the problem might predict. Here is what the researchers found:

**Identification challenges**

The study confirmed that identifying victims is particularly challenging because perpetrators hide and move their victims. The interviews also revealed that the cultural and

“[Human trafficking] ought to concern every person because it is a debasement of our common humanity. It ought to concern every community because it tears at our social fabric. It ought to concern every business because it distorts markets. It ought to concern every nation because it endangers public health and fuels violence and organized crime.”

—President Barack Obama, remarks at the Clinton Global Initiative Annual Meeting, September 25, 2012
The Prevalence of Labor Trafficking in the United States

In the NIJ-funded study discussed in the main article, researchers found that the majority of cases identified by law enforcement involved sex trafficking. Only 11 percent of cases were labor trafficking cases; cases with both labor and sex trafficking made up an additional 4 percent. Federal and state data indicate that more investigations and prosecutions take place for sex trafficking than for labor trafficking.

Notably, however, in the U.S. State Department’s 2012 Trafficking in Persons Report, victim services providers in the U.S. reported assisting significantly more foreign-national labor trafficking victims than sex trafficking victims. Concurrently, the Department of Health and Human Services has seen a steady rise in labor trafficking victims, and non-governmental organizations have reported increasing instances of traveling sales crews and peddling rings using child and adult forced labor in the U.S.

Some research suggests that labor trafficking victims are harder to identify than sex trafficking victims, given that international victims may be mistaken for smuggled immigrants. Further, the victimization of labor trafficking victims (many of whom are male) may be seen as less compelling than that of sex trafficking victims (many of whom are young women). In the NIJ-funded study discussed in the main article, researchers found that police and prosecutors were commonly unfamiliar with labor laws and regulations and lacked the infrastructure to identify instances of labor trafficking in various workplace settings.

Empirical research follows the same tendency to focus on sex trafficking. In an NIJ-funded bibliography of research literature on human trafficking, researchers found that the majority of articles addressed sex trafficking. Indeed, out of 39 articles, only four dealt with trafficking for labor exploitation or domestic servitude.

The lack of knowledge about the scope and scale of labor trafficking in this country is particularly concerning given U.S. agriculture’s heavy reliance on migrant laborers. To shed light on the issue, NIJ funded a study of migrant laborers in San Diego County; the study used respondent-driven sampling to produce statistical estimates of labor trafficking in the area. The study found that labor trafficking victimization appeared to be rampant among unauthorized Spanish-speaking immigrant workers in the county, with an estimate that more than 30 percent of this target population were labor trafficking victims.

If the numbers coming out of San Diego County are any indication of prevalence in other parts of the country, there is a significant, immediate need for a greater understanding of the scope, scale and methods of labor trafficking on a national level to support and inform critical anti-trafficking efforts. Accordingly, NIJ plans to focus forthcoming solicitations (dependent on funding availability) on the prevalence and methods of labor trafficking in the U.S.

Notes

2. Ibid.

For more information:

Although we still need reliable estimates of nationwide prevalence, it is clear that human trafficking occurs on a large scale within U.S. borders.

One of the law enforcement practitioners interviewed explained the potential impact that additional resources could have on combating trafficking by providing victims with a viable alternative:

We have nothing to say, “Hey, I can put you up in … this place. And I can help you get an education. And I can help you get a job. And I can help you take care of your kids.” You know, we don’t have that. If I had that, man … we could stop prostitution.

Interviews with law enforcement officers also revealed that some officers had negative stereotypes about the people commonly found to be victims of human trafficking, especially those involved with prostitution and those with drug addictions. Some reported the use of derogatory terms for victims, and one officer said, “Victims are often unreliable, often addicted to drugs. It’s probably easier to prosecute homicides because the victims are dead.”

Law enforcement commonly lacked training on how to investigate human trafficking cases. The researchers found that in many study sites, vice investigators were conducting human trafficking investigations using standard vice investigation strategies geared toward drug and gambling crimes, further reducing the likelihood of a successful trafficking investigation.

Additionally, many trafficking cases are cross-jurisdictional, and agencies reported that cases often fell apart when they lacked the resources or institutional support to gather evidence or conduct interviews in other states. Importantly, officers indicated that they could not dedicate time and resources to investigate cases they felt would not result in prosecution.
Therefore, the reluctance of prosecutors to file charges in human trafficking cases created a negative feedback loop, in some instances diminishing an investigator’s determination to identify and investigate these challenging cases.

**Prosecution challenges**

Because state statutes on human trafficking are relatively new, there is a lack of precedent and case law, and prosecutors operate with little or no guidance on prosecutorial techniques or other resources, such as sample jury instructions. Many prosecutors interviewed in the study by Farrell and colleagues said they were concerned about losing high-profile cases (and damaging their reputation), and so they prosecuted cases using a charge other than human trafficking. A local prosecutor said, “That was sort of the unwritten policy of the office: ‘Why bother with this goofy human trafficking statute, just charge other crimes that you are more comfortable with and that you have used in the past.’” Prosecutors also reported that victims were often reluctant to testify or did not seem credible, and most state and local agencies lacked the institutional infrastructure (such as a specialized human trafficking unit) to support prosecution.

Although few of the cases studied resulted in suspects being charged for human trafficking offenses, offenders were held accountable in 69 percent of the cases, in that they were prosecuted for different offenses, such as rape, kidnapping or pandering. However, this poses an obvious problem in crime reporting. For example, the 2008 reauthorization of the Trafficking Victims Protection Act mandates that the FBI collect information about human trafficking offenses through the Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) program. But unless state and local law enforcement routinely investigate human trafficking cases as such, crime data reported through the UCR will inevitably undercount instances of human trafficking. Underreporting could be more harmful than no reporting at all, particularly when agencies tie funding decisions to what the crime data show are the most prevalent problems.

**The Road Ahead**

Human trafficking is believed to be a growing crime, fueled by low risk and the potential for high monetary gain. Although we still need reliable estimates of nationwide prevalence, it is clear that human trafficking occurs on a large scale within U.S. borders. Identifying, understanding and combating this inherently covert form of modern-day slavery requires robust research to shed light on an otherwise obscure problem. To further this body of research, NIJ recently awarded grants to study:

- The underreporting of sex trafficking victims who are minors
- The role that gangs play in sex trafficking
- Effective counter-trafficking legislation, law enforcement processes and demand-reduction strategies
- Strategies to stabilize and integrate adult survivors of human trafficking in the U.S.

**For more information:**

- Learn more about the study and NIJ’s ongoing research on human trafficking: [http://nj.gov/topics/crime/human-trafficking/welcome.htm](http://nj.gov/topics/crime/human-trafficking/welcome.htm).

**Notes**

4. The Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA) defines a severe form of human trafficking as, “A commercial sex act induced by force, fraud or coercion, or in which the person induced to perform such act has not attained 18 years of age; or the recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision or obtaining of a person for labor or services, through the use of force, fraud or coercion for the purpose of subjection to involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage or slavery” (TVPA, Section 103, 8a and b).


8. Trafficking in Persons Report, 12.


10. Ibid.


16. Ibid., 3.


19. Ibid.

20. A “human trafficking case file” included cases investigated as human trafficking and prosecuted locally as such, investigated as human trafficking but prosecuted locally as a different crime, locally investigated as trafficking but never prosecuted, or investigated as trafficking but originally identified as a different crime.


23. The TVPA (and its reauthorizations) define a “human trafficking victim” as a person induced to perform labor or a commercial sex act through force, fraud or coercion.


25. Seven percent of the reviewed cases resulted in a sex trafficking charge, 9 percent in a sex trafficking of a minor charge, and 2 percent in a labor trafficking charge.


The Foundation for Improvement of Justice, Inc., bestows the Paul H. Chapman Award on organizations whose accomplishments improve local, state and federal systems of justice in the U.S. Chuck Heurich, program manager in NIJ’s Office of Investigative and Forensic Sciences, accepted the award on behalf of NIJ and the National Missing and Unidentified Persons System (NamUs) team in August 2012.

Launched in 2009, NamUs is the nation’s first publicly searchable online repository of missing and unidentified decedent records. It offers databases to medical examiners, coroners, law enforcement officials and the general public.

The NamUs team was nominated by a woman whose childhood friend disappeared more than three decades ago. The woman’s friend, Mary “Bobo” Shinn, a real estate agent, was called to show a house in Magnolia, Ark., on July 20, 1978. She has not been seen or heard from since — and her case is one of more than 16,000 cases currently in NamUs.

▶ To learn more about NamUs, visit http://www.namus.gov.
▶ Read about how NamUs has helped agencies solve cases at http://www.nij.gov/journals/264/solving.htm.
Prediction is common in everyday life. We make predictions about the length of our morning commute, the direction of the stock market, and the outcomes of sporting events. Most of these common-sense predictions rely on cognitive shortcuts — or heuristics — that shape our expectations of what is likely to occur in the future. But these heuristics are not necessarily true; they rely on cognition, memory and sensory impressions rather than a balanced analysis of facts. Consequently, they can result in biased predictions.

The challenge of predicting the future has always been at the heart of the criminal justice system. Judges weigh the risks of releasing offenders to probation, police agencies try to anticipate where officers should be deployed to prevent future crime, and victims wrestle with the uncertain odds of being revictimized.

There is a long history of research on prediction in criminology and criminal justice, and two developments are helping the criminal justice system improve its ability to make reliable, scientific predictions. First, more and more jurisdictions are accumulating rich data and are getting better at linking across their data sources. Second, a growing set of sophisticated analytic prediction tools is available to help agencies make decisions about future events, unknown risks and likely outcomes.

Practitioners can now combine expert assessment with data-driven prediction models to discern how much risk a probationer poses.
determine whether a pair of illicit drug transactions signals the emergence of a drug market, or project whether crime will increase or decrease during the next month. More and more, police departments are using forecasting tools as a basis for formal predictive policing efforts; these statistical prediction methods inform their prevention strategies so they can anticipate rather than react to crime.¹ (See sidebar, “NIJ’s Role in Predictive Policing,” on this page.)

Although the science of prediction continues to improve, the work of making predictions in criminal justice is plagued by persistent shortcomings. Some stem from unfamiliarity with scientific strategies or an over-reliance on timeworn — but unreliable — prediction habits. If prediction in criminal justice is to take full advantage of the strength of these new tools, practitioners, analysts, researchers and others must avoid some commonplace mistakes and pitfalls in how they make predictions.

**Pitfall #1: Trusting Expert Prediction Too Much**

Using data and computers to predict or help experts predict shows promise, but the pace of adoption has not matched that promise. Why? Perhaps we trust ourselves more than we trust machines.

For example, more than 30 years ago, Stanford scientists developed a pathbreaking, computer-based medical expert system that could synthesize patient features and therapeutic options.² The system, called MYCIN, outperformed practitioners in selecting the right antibiotic treatments. Despite MYCIN’s demonstrated success and similar kinds of computer-based prediction successes, we still do not see these systems being used in our doctors’ offices. Some researchers have found that physicians have “a high regard for their own decision-making ability and are afraid of any competition from computers.”³

So how do experts and machines compare in their ability to predict in the justice system?

Consider this example: A panel of 83 experts — law professors, deans of law schools and others who had practiced before or clerked at the U.S. Supreme Court — set out to predict how the U.S. Supreme Court would vote on the 68 upcoming cases on the 2002 docket. Based on their knowledge of the justices and the ins and outs of the court, they correctly predicted how the Supreme Court would vote on 59 percent of the cases.

Researchers used a computer program to make the same prediction. The computer analyzed 628 previous Supreme Court cases and generated data-derived rules.⁴ The researchers created a decision-tree prediction model based on a simple set of these rules.
Figure 1 shows the decision tree for Justice Sandra Day O’Connor. Based on a simple set of rules — such as whether the lower court decision was liberal — the model was able to predict how Justice O’Connor would decide 70 percent of the cases in 2002. Using similar decision trees for the other eight justices, the model correctly predicted the majority opinion in 75 percent of the cases, substantially outperforming the experts’ 59 percent. The experts lost out to a machine that had a few basic facts about the cases.

So what can we take away from this example? It should lead us to question — but not necessarily dismiss — the predictions of experts, including ourselves. Of course, not all cases afford us the data to build predictive models. But if we have data that we can use to construct predictive models, then we should build the models and test them even if our expert detectives, probation officers and others in the field indicate that they already know how to predict. They may be as surprised as the expert panel was in the Supreme Court example.

Pitfall #2: Clinging to What You Learned in Statistics 101

If your knowledge of prediction is limited to what gets covered in introductory statistics courses, you are probably unfamiliar with the prediction model used above. Instead, you most likely learned how to check model assumptions and carefully test hypotheses. But when it comes to prediction, the rules are different and rather simple: Are the predictions accurate, and can you get them when you need them? You can judge the quality of a specific prediction model by considering the following:

Performance criteria. Do the model’s goals and constraints match the intended use? Methods that are good at predicting, for example, whether an injury will result from a mission are not necessarily the same as those that are good at predicting the number of days an officer will be out with that injury. If you are planning a tactical unit’s staffing, it is important for you to know the expected person-hours that will be lost to injuries. Thus, using a model that can accurately predict only whether an injury will occur — and not how long an officer will be out — would be insufficient.

Accuracy. Can the model make accurate forecasts? More specifically, the implemented model should be better at prediction than the agency’s current practice. For example, if cops are allocating resources to neighborhoods where they think crime will spike, then going forward we should test whether the prediction model is better at selecting those neighborhoods. If a probation officer is assigning remote monitoring anklets to DUI probationers, then we should test whether the prediction model is better at picking which DUI probationers will reoffend in the next six
months. For a prediction model to be useful, it must outperform practice as usual.

**Computation time.** Can you apply the prediction model in a reasonable amount of time? Some models can be computationally intensive to run and use. There is little point in using a model that cannot produce predictions in time for them to be useful.

**Handling mixed data types.** Can the prediction model manage and properly interpret numbers, dates and times, geography, text, and missing values — which datasets almost always have?

**Interpretability.** Can a person understand why the prediction model makes the predictions it does? We would prefer to be able to understand the reasoning behind a prediction. However, if getting transparency requires using a model that is less accurate in predicting, say, when and where a gang retaliation shooting will take place, then a more transparent model might not be worth the cost. This issue will be discussed further under Pitfall #5.

**Pitfall #3: Assuming One Method Works Best for All Problems**

In 2006, researchers examined how the most commonly used prediction methods performed head-to-head. They looked at 11 datasets covering a variety of prediction tasks and measured each method’s accuracy. The researchers found that the more modern methods of boosting and random forests consistently performed best, whereas linear regression — well over 70 years old and by far the most widely used method — did not fare well. (See Figure 2.) Note that decision trees, the method used in the Supreme Court example, is also near the bottom of the list, suggesting that even better accuracy in predicting case outcomes is possible. The University of Pennsylvania team working with Philadelphia’s Adult Probation and Parole Department to predict probationers at high risk of violent crime opted for random forests. (See “Predicting Recidivism Risk: New Tool in Philadelphia Shows Great Promise” on page 4.)

However, the researchers who compared these prediction methods also found that the best-performing method for any particular dataset varied. This means that analysts cannot fall in love with a single model — depending on the particular prediction problem, their preferred method might not be the best fit.

**Pitfall #4: Trying to Interpret Too Much**

Practitioners tend to favor decision-tree models like the one used in the Supreme Court example because

---

**Figure 2. Comparison of 10 Widely Used Prediction Methods**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Model Performance (Cross-Entropy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boosting</td>
<td>[Bar Graph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forests</td>
<td>[Bar Graph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagging</td>
<td>[Bar Graph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Vector Machines</td>
<td>[Bar Graph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural Networks</td>
<td>[Bar Graph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-nearest Neighbors</td>
<td>[Bar Graph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additive</td>
<td>[Bar Graph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Trees</td>
<td>[Bar Graph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Regression</td>
<td>[Bar Graph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive Bayes Classifier</td>
<td>[Bar Graph]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

they offer transparency. One can, after all, trace the pathways through the tree. And the Justice O'Connor tree, based on a set of simple rules, provides a compact, easy-to-follow story.

But not all trees are as straightforward — they can have many branches, the path may not be easy to follow, and the rules can be quite sensitive to small changes in the dataset.

For example, we can create a decision-tree model to predict student dropout risk among 16,000 students in the 1988 National Education Longitudinal Study (NELS88). If we randomly split the data on students into two halves, each with 8,000 students, and fit decision-tree models predicting drop-out risk to each half, the resulting trees will look like those in Figure 3.

We arrive at very different interpretations about the reasons behind student dropout. Looking at the first tree (Panel A), we might conclude that discipline problems are the most important factor. When we look at the second tree (Panel B), it seems that grades are most important. Incidentally, the two decision trees had identical predictive accuracy.

The lesson is this: Although it is tempting to try to interpret results, the tree’s structure is actually quite unstable. Instead, users should focus on the accuracy of the predictions. In some ways, this is analogous to using a watch — you expect it to give you the time accurately even if you do not completely understand how it works.

Pitfall #5: Forsaking Model Simplicity for Predictive Strength — or Vice Versa

Earlier, we noted that we would prefer to have a more interpretable model than a less interpretable one. Unfortunately, there is often a tradeoff, with more interpretability coming at the expense of more predictive capacity. But it is crucial that predictive models are designed for those who are going to use them, and in some cases, being able to interpret results is more important than achieving greater predictive capability.

Take, for instance, the Los Angeles Police Department’s (LAPD’s) effort to identify new recruits. The LAPD did not know why some candidates made it through the recruiting process and became officers and others did not — and thus, it did not know whether it was using its resources efficiently.

To help the LAPD predict which recruits had a better chance of becoming officers, researchers developed a priority score based on a few easily collected facts about each candidate. The score rated how likely that candidate was to join the department. Recruiters could then usher these viable candidates through the process more quickly.
Looking at LAPD data on former recruits, the researchers found that three factors were critically important:

- Whether the candidates had “issues” identified in a preliminary background questionnaire that could disqualify them from service (e.g., criminal, financial, driving and drug history)
- Level of education
- Where they lived

They developed the point system in Table 1.

Under the system, if candidates have too many background issues, they do not qualify for service and receive 0 points. Most candidates have some issues but not enough to disqualify them, and they receive 13 points. Some have no issues and receive 22 points. The other two factors, education and residence, follow a similar point structure. Most candidates have high school diplomas (4 points), and most live in Los Angeles County (5 points). A candidate’s priority score is the sum of the points for their preliminary background, education and residence.

The model predicts that a candidate who has a total of 22 points — for example, a recruit with some issues, a high school degree and residency in Los Angeles County — has a 20 percent chance of joining the LAPD. Candidates who have no issues and some college and live in Los Angeles County score the maximum 35 points; according to the model, they have a 43 percent chance of joining the department. By separating these highly viable candidates from the rest of the recruits, this system allows the LAPD to prioritize candidates and more efficiently allocate its recruiting resources. And because the model is simple to understand and simple to implement, the LAPD recruiting team used it.

This simplicity gets at the important issue: A decent transparent model that is actually used will outperform a sophisticated system that predicts better but sits on a shelf. If the researchers had created a model that predicted well but was more complicated, the LAPD likely would have ignored it, thus defeating the whole purpose.

**Pitfall #6: Expecting Perfect Predictions**

When using prediction models, managing expectations and focusing on the big picture are critical. Predictions will not be perfect, but the ultimate goal is to improve overall efficiency.

In the LAPD example, a highly viable candidate has a 43 percent chance of joining the force. This means that 57 percent of highly viable recruits drop out. Invariably, a candidate given a high viability score will fail miserably in the process. Because of this, some will say that doing business the old way is a better strategy than using the prediction model. But a handful of misclassified candidates should not overshadow the gains made in recruiting efficiency.

Predictive policing offers another example. It holds the promise of anticipating where crimes will occur so that police can prevent those crimes. However, prevention activities prompted by prediction models are poised to disappoint some. Consider a model that anticipates the time and place of the next retaliatory gang shooting almost perfectly, coupled with a model that directs officers to the right place at the right time. In such an ideal situation, the predicted shooting will never materialize. Naturally, those in the field will question why they were deployed to this place and not to another place with more pressing problems.

**Pitfall #7: Failing to Consider the Unintended Consequences of Predictions**

Prediction models can have unintended consequences that must be anticipated. Take, for instance, the LAPD recruiting example. The goal of the prediction model was to help the department improve its recruiting process. However, the LAPD is under a 30-year-old court order to meet diversity targets, such as having women make up 25 percent of new recruits. The priority point...
system could undermine the LAPD’s ability to comply with the court order if, for example, prioritizing those with some college reduced the number of minority recruits.

The researchers who developed the point system considered this unintended consequence and noted that a small change could not only avoid the problem but also actually help the LAPD achieve compliance. They determined that if female applicants received an additional 7 points, then the system would be tuned so the department would meet its goal for recruiting women and its racial diversity goals because minority candidates were more likely to be women. Although this change reduces predictive accuracy because it places priority on some candidates with a lower chance of joining, it optimizes recruiting resources subject to the department’s diversity goals.

The Power of Prediction

Prediction can play a major role in the criminal justice system. Even small improvements in where police are assigned, which cold cases receive more attention, or which probationers receive more intense supervision can result in performance and efficiency gains.

However, if the criminal justice system is going to reap such gains by using prediction models, it must seek to avoid the pitfalls that are so often a part of prediction.

About the author: Greg Ridgeway is acting director of NIJ.
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